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Georgia's Mental Block in Workers'
Compensation

I. INTRODUCTION

Workers' compensation is a statutory mechanism that is intended to
benefit employees who suffer on-the-job injuries and, as a result, lose
wages and incur medical expenses. Although designed to benefit injured
employees, workers' compensation often is not applied to assist workers
disabled by mental injuries. This Article focusses on the divergence of
opinion among courts concerning recovery of workers' compensation ben-
efits by employees whose mental injuries are caused by mental trauma.

-A majority of states that have considered compensating employees who
suffer from mentally-caused mental injuries (mental/mental injuries),
have decided to compensate the disabled worker.1 This majority contin-
ues to grow. Wyoming, for example, jumped into the majority camp in
1984.2 In Consolidated Freightways v. Drake,s the Wyoming Supreme
Court concluded that the state's statutory definition of injury'-not too

1. 1B A. LARsoN, Tim LAw OF WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION § 42.23 (1983).
2. See Consolidated Freightways v. Drake, 678 P.2d 874 (Wyo. 1984).
3. 678 P.2d 874 (Wyo. 1984).
4. Wyoming Worker's Compensation Law, Wyo. STAT. § 27-12-102(xii) (1977), defines

injury as:
'Injury' means any harmful change in the human organism other than normal ag-
ing, and includes damage to or loss of a prosthetic appliance and death, arising
out of and in the course of employment while at work in or about the premises
occupied, used or controlled by the employer, incurred while at work in places
where the employer's business requires an employee's presence and which subjects
the employee to extrahazardous duties incident to the business.
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dissimilar from Georgia's statutory definition--was broad enough to en-
compass mental injuries. s Without a statutory bar to recovery, the Wyo-
ming court held that mental injuries, even those caused by mental
trauma, were compensable if a causal connection could be proven to sat-
isfy the "arising out of and in the course of employment" clause of the
statute.

7

Despite the majority trend of allowing workers' compensation recovery
for mental/mental injuries, Georgia refuses to allow this recovery. The
Georgia appellate courts have "specifically and expressly denied compen-
sation for psychic trauma precipitated by psychic stimulus,"8 admitting
that this stance puts the state squarely in the minority.'

This Article will briefly examine the policies underlying workers' com-
pensation and will look at the allowance of recovery by Georgia and other
states for injuries which contain a mental element accompanied by a visi-
ble physical cause or result. The primary emphasis of this Article will be.
upon Georgia's denial of workers' compensation recovery for mental/
mental injuries, in contrast to the majority position of allowing such re-
covery. The analysis and conclusion of this Article will address the ques-
tion: Is Georgia's posture justified?

Id.
5. Georgia's Workers' Compensation Act defines injury in O.C.G.A. § 34-9-1(4) (Michie

1982 & Supp. 1984) in the following manner:
'Injury' or 'personal injury' means only injury by accident arising out of and in

the course of the employment and shall not, except as hereinafter provided, in-
clude a disease in any form except where it results naturally and unavoidably from
the accident. 'Injury' and 'personal injury' shall not include injury caused by the
willful act of a third person directed against an employee for reasons personal to
such employee, nor shall 'injury' and 'personal injury' include heart disease, heart
attack, the failure or occlusion of any of the coronary blood vessels, or thrombosis
unless it is shown by a preponderance of competent and credible evidence that
any of such conditions were attributable to the performance of the usual work of
employment. Alcoholism or disabilities attributable thereto shall not be deemed to
be 'injury' or 'personal injury' by accident arising out of and in the course of the
employment. Drug addiction or disabilities resulting therefrom shall not be
deemed to be 'injury' or 'personal 'injury' by accident arising out of and in the
course of employment except when such addiction was caused by the use of drugs
or medicines prescribed for the treatment of the initial injury by an authorized
physician.

Id.
6. See 678 P.2d at 877.
7. Id. at 879.
8. Hanson Buick, Inc. v. Chatham, 162 Ga. App. 127, 129, 292 S.E.2d 428, 429-30

(1982).
9. Id.
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II. COMPENSATION FOR MENTAL INJURIES

The American system of workers' compensation imposes unilateral lia-
bility without fault upon the employer and requires the employer to bear
the burden of insuring against that liability.10 Workers' compensation im-
poses liability without fault, so the right to compensation benefits does
not depend on an adversarial contest in tort litigation in which a wrong
may be remedied." The test for whether compensation benefits are de-
served depends upon one question: Was there a work-connected
injury?

12

Workers' compensation cases that are either caused by mental trauma
or that result in mental injury are broken down into three general catego-
ries by Professor Arthur Larson in his treatise:13 (1) mental stimulus
causing physical injury (menta/physical injury); (2) physical trauma
causing nervous injury (physical/mental injury); and (3) mental stimulus
causing nervous injury (mental/mental injury)."4 Allowance of compensa-
tion recovery is virtually uniform in the first and second categories. 5 In
the third category, cases involving mental/mental injuries, a majority of

10. A. LARSON, supra note 1, § 5.10. See also Friedman & Ladinsky, Social Change and
the Law of Industrial Accidents, 67 COLUKA L. Rzv. 50, 69-72 (1967).

Professor Larson, in his widely-respected treatise, The Law of Workmen's Compensation,
addresses the abstract question of what philosophy underlies compensation liability by
presenting an example of society's alternatives in dealing with an injured industrial worker,
injured on the job as a result of his own negligence:

First, it can refuse all aid, and let him starve in the street, or let him squat on
the sidewalk with a few yellow pencils and beg for pennies from those who were
yesterday his equals ....

Second, it can put him on county relief, or some other form of direct handout.
This, while better than the first, is a poor solution in at least two ways: It stig-
matizes the man as a pauper, and it places the cost on the political or geographical
subdivision where he happens to have his residence, although that subdivision had
no connection with the injury.

Third, it can grant him workmen's compensation, thus preserving his dignity
and self-respect as an injured veteran of industry, which is psychologically and
morally the best of the three solutions, and placing the cost where it rightly be-
longs, on the consumers of the product whose manufacture was the occasion for
the injury.

A. LARSON, supra note 1, § 2.20.
11. Id. § 2.70.
12. Id. § 2.10.
13. See id. § 42.20.
14. Id. Other authors, accepting Larson's categories, have renamed them as: (1) psy-

chological cause and physical effect; (2) physical cause and psychological effect; and (3) psy-
chological cause and psychological effect. See Christensen, Psychological Injury in Workers'
Compensation, 16 GA. ST. BAR J. 18 (1979).

15. A. LARSON, supra note 1, §§ 42.21-.22.
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states now allow recovery.' s Georgia, as discussed in the introduction, is
not among this majority.

III. MENTAL/PHYSICAL INJURIES

With one exception, 7 states uniformly provide workers' compensation
benefits to workers who suffer physical injuries caused by mental or ner-
vous trauma.18 A number of states allow recovery by analogizing a sudden
mental-impact event with an 'accident,' as did an Idaho court's that up-
held recovery for a man who was shocked, not electrically, by the sight
and sound of an exploding electrical transformer and subsequently died. 0

Georgia follows this pattern of providing recovery, at least to victims of
emotionally-caused heart attacks.2 ' For example, recovery was upheld in
Travelers Insurance Co. v. Neal,2 2 when an employee died of a heart at-
tack immediately after being forced to resign from his job.

Other states do not restrict recovery to cases involving sudden mental
or emotional events, but rather extend coverage to workers injured be-
cause of gradual mental trauma or stress. For example, in Fireman's
Fund Indemnity Co. v. State Industrial Accident Commission,2 claim-
ant suffered'a stroke after working eleven hours per day for sixty-five
days, trying to conclude contract negotiations with a union in an atmo-
sphere of strain and tension. The court decided that there was no ques-
tion of compensability of claimant's condition.2' Georgia also holds
mental/physical injuries compensable. For example, in Georgia Bureau of
Investigation v. Worthington,5 the court allowed recovery for job stress
that caused claimant to experience dizzy spells, blurred vision, headaches,

16. Id. § 42.23.
17. The Ohio Supreme Court held in Szymanski v. Halle's Dep't Store, 63 Ohio St. 2d

195, 407 N.E.2d 502 (1980), that a store employee who developed a heart condition (physical
injury) as a result of nervous tension she suffered on the job should be denied workers'
compensation recovery because her disability was caused solely by emotional stress without
contemporaneous physical injury or trauma.

18. An extensive list of cases in which recovery has been upheld is provided in A. LAR-
soN, supra note 1, § 42.21 n.38.

19. See Roberts v. Dredge Fund, 71 Idaho 380, 232 P.2d 975 (1951).
20. Id. at -, 232 P.2d at 975-76. The Idaho Supreme Court held that the event was an

'accidental injury' as required by the Idaho Code, even though there was no physical contact
between the accident and victim.

21. See Travelers Ins. Co. v. Neal, 124 Ga. App. 750, 186 S.E.2d 346 (1971).
22. 124 Ga. App. 750, 186 S.E.2d 346 (1971).
23. 241 P.2d 299, 303 (Cal. App.), aff'd, 39 Cal. 2d 831, 835, 250 P.2d 148, 149 (1952).
24. 241 P.2d at 300.
25. 149 Ga. App. 628, 255 S.E.2d 99 (1979). Accord City Council v. Williams, 137 Ga.

App. 177, 223 S.E.2d 227 (1976).
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and impairment of speech and movement."

IV. PHYSICAL/MENTAL INJURIES

No American jurisdictions appear troubled by allowing recovery for
workers who undergo physical trauma and subsequently suffer mental in-
juries.27 In Alabama, for example, a furnace operator who suffered second
and third degree burns over fifty-five percent of his body when a furnace
exploded was found to be permanently disabled because of the physical
and mental aspects of his injury.2S The Alabama court held, when recov-
ery for the 'psychiatric consequences' of the worker's injury was chal-
lenged,'2 that a neurosis disability proximately resulting from a physical
injury or trauma in the scope of his employment was compensable.

Georgia has a lengthy history of cases upholding compensation awards
to persons who suffer mental injuries that result from physical trauma3
Recently, in General Motors Corp. v. Summerous,8 ' the Georgia Court of
Appeals upheld an award of permanent partial disability benefits to a
General Motors employee.8' Claimant was hit on the head by a swinging
spot welding gun and subsequently suffered paranoid schizophrenia. s8

The court stated that "Georgia has always recognized as compensable
those mental results which result from some initial physical injury.""

V. MENTAL/MENTAL INJURIES

The third major category is mental or emotional trauma that causes
primarily nervous injury (mental/mental injury). Larson has noted that a
majority of jurisdictions that have confronted this issue allow compensa-
tion." Approximately six jurisdictions, however, have refused to join the

26. 149 Ga. App. at 628-29, 255 S.E.2d at 99-100.
27. For an extensive list of cases supporting recovery in this category, see A. LAsoN,

supra note 1, § 42.22 n.68.
28. See Fruehauf Corp. v. Prater, 360 So. 2d 999 (Ala. App. 1978), cert. denied, 360 So.

2d 1003 (Ala. 1978). Accord Racz v. Chennault, Inc., 418 So. 2d 413 (Fi. App. 1982).
29. 360 So. 2d at 1001.
30. See General Motors Corp. v. Summerous, 170 Ga. App. 338, 317 S.E.2d 318 (1984);

1TT Continental Baking Co. v. Comes, 165 Ga. App. 598, 302 S.E.2d 137 (1983); West Point
Pepperell, Inc. v. Baggett, 139 Ga. App. 813, 229 S.E.2d 666 (1976); Waters v. National
Biscuit Co., 113 Ga. App. 170, 147 S.E.2d 676 (1966); Employers Ins. Co. v. Wright, 114 Ga.
App. 10, 150 S.E.2d 254 (1966); Liberty Mutual Ins. Co. v. Archer, 108 Ga. App. 563, 134
S.E.2d 204 (1963); Indemnity Ins. Co. v. Loftis, 103 Ga. App. 749, 120 S.E.2d 655 (1961).

31. 170 Ga. App. 338, 317 S.E.2d 318 (1984).
32. Id. at 339, 317 S.E.2d at 319.
33. Id. at 338-39, 317 S.E.2d at 319.
34. Id. at 339, 317 S.E.2d at 319 (emphasis added).
35. A. LAsON, supra note 1, § 42.23. Larson lists cases from approximately 17 states
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majority and continue to deny compensation."

A. Georgia as Member of Minority

Georgia has been a staunch supporter of the minority position that de-
nies recovery in mental/mental injury cases. This denial of compensation
was first decided in 196887 and most recently reaffirmed in 1982.38 The
case that established the minority view in Georgia was Brady v. Royal
Manufacturing Co. "

In Brady, the employee/claimant became emotionally upset after a
heated confrontation with her superiors concerning an alleged unexcused
absence from work.'0 Claimant developed a 'conversion reaction' that re-
sulted in what 'she thought' was paralysis of her left arm.' The medical
evidence indicated that there was no physical reason for the paralysis and
that claimant must be suffering from mental illness. Claimant's initial ap-
plication for compensation was denied, and she appealed to the Board.42

The Board denied compensation because claimant's injury was not caused
by 'injury by accident arising out of and in the course of' her employ-
ment.'3 The Board noted that "there must be actual physical injury upon
which to predicate a claim for disability from a neurosis, that a mental or
psychic disability must have its origin in injury.""14

The court of appeals affirmed this decision and agreed with the Board
that claimant did not suffer an 'injury' resulting from an 'accident." 5 The
court stressed that this was a requirement under Georgia's Workmen's
Compensation Act.' 6 The court stated that "while mental illness is as real
as pneumonia, like pneumonia it is an illness. It is not an 'injury' by
'accident.' -,7

that have confronted this issue and allowed compensation.
36. Id.
37. See Brady v. Royal Mfg. Co., 117 Ga. App. 312, 160 S.E.2d 424 (1968). See also J.

Hums & R. PorTR, GEORGiA WoRmcs' CoMPFSNAI'ON LAW Am PA.mcE § 6-4 (1983).
38. See Hanson Buick, Inc. v. Chatham, 163 Ga. App. 127, 292 S.E.2d 428 (1982).
39. 117 Ga. App. 312, 160 S.E.2d 424 (1968).
40. Id. at 313, 160 S.E.2d at 425.
41. Id.
42. Id.
43. Id.
44. Id.
45. Id. at 314, 160 S.E.2d at 425.
46. Id. Since the enactment of the Georgia Workmen's Compensation Act in 1920 (See

1920 Ga. Laws 167, 169-70, § 8(d)), the definition of a compensable 'injury' or 'personal
injury' has been "injury by accident arising out of and in the course of the employment."
Physical injury to the body is not specifically required. This definition is now codified at
O.C.G.A. § 34-9-1(4) (Michie 1982 & Supp. 1984).

47. 117 Ga. App. at 314, 160 S.E.2d at 425.

976 [Vol. 36
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In Sawyer v. Pacific Indemnity Co.,'4 Georgia again confronted the is-
sue of whether compensation should be allowed in mental/mental work-
ers' compensation claims. Claimant was a camp counselor for two years at
an institution for boys with social and behavioral problems. Claimant be-
gan to act erratically and exhibited reactions of someone who was in a
"mystic state" or "hyper state of understanding.' 9 Claimant was eventu-
ally unable to cope with his job and abruptly quit. He was later diagnosed
as a paranoid schizophrenic who considered himself "a child sent by God
to spread love to the world." 50

Claimant's original application for compensation in Sawyer was de-
nied, 1 but on appeal, the court noted that although no definite incident
caused claimant's problem, the evidence strongly suggested that a rela-
tionship existed between claimant's disability and his employment." The
court recognized that 'injury' might be so slight and repetitive that no
one event causes the disability. When the cumulative effect causes the
disability, however, the 'accident' will be deemed to have occurred at the
point in time when the disability results.58 The court noted that there was
still a judicial policy compelling it to deny compensation: "What we
have not recognized . . . is that 'psychological or nervous injury precipi-
tated by psychic trauma is compensable to the same extent as physical
injury'."'" It was further noted that Georgia had always recognized as
compensable mental injuries that resulted from an initial physical in-
jury." An initial physical injury, however, did not occur in the present
case.

In 1982, the Georgia Court of Appeals reached conflicting conclusions
in Glynn County Board of Commissioners v. Mimbs" and Hanson Buick,
Inc. v. Chatham.7 In Mimbs, a police officer sought workers' compensa-
tion benefits on the theory that his retirement was the result of 'anxiety
neurosis' caused by the stresses of his job on the police force." The ad-
ministrative law judge did not address the question of whether claimant
had suffered an 'injury by accident.' Rather, the judge denied recovery's

48. 141 Ga. App. 298, 233 S.E.2d 227 (1977).
49. Id. at 299, 233 S.E.2d at 229.
50. Id.
51. Id.
52. Id. at 300, 233 S.E.2d at 230.
53. Id. at 301, 233 S.E.2d at 230.
54. Id. (quoting Wolfe v. Sibley, Lindsey & Curr Co., 36 N.Y.2d 505, 510, 369 N.Y.S.2d

637, 641, 330 N.E.2d 603, 606 (1975)).
55. 141 Ga. App. at 301, 233 S.E.2d at 230.
56. 161 Ga. App. 350, 291 S.E.2d 62 (1982).
57. 163 Ga. App. 127, 292 S.E.2d 428 (1982).
58. 161 Ga. App. at 350, 291 S.E.2d at 62.
59. Id.

97719851
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because claimant failed to show that his mental depression met the re-
quirements of an 'occupational disease' under the Georgia Code.' The
court of appeals agreed that claimant had not suffered an 'occupational
disease,'" yet found that the judge had erred in not considering the claim
under the general requirements of the Workers' Compensation Act.$ The
court of appeals pointed out that the questions of whether claimant was
disabled (suffered an 'injury by accident') and whether the disability
arose 'out of and in the course of' his employment should have been ad-
dressed.68 Arguably, this holding gave new life to the possibility that re-
covery for mental/mental injury cases might be allowed.

In Hanson Buick, however, the court reached a different conclusion.
Claimant had a history of psychological and psychiatric problems." He
was fired from his job and within a few days suffered psychotic reactions
such as suicidal behavior, laughing spells, and crying spells. Claimant had
not suffered a physical injury while he was working.6 The lower court
overruled the denial of compensation by the administrative law judge."
The court of appeals, in turn, criticized the lower court's holding that
physical impact was not necessary. The court distinguished the case law
relied upon by the lower court. because it required a physical impact
before compensation was allowed." Also, the court stated that "we have
specifically and expressly denied compensation for psychic trauma precip-
itated by psychic stimulus."" The court realized that this holding placed
Georgia in the minority."

The court in Hanson Buick confronted the alleged "lack of logic in dis-
tinguishing between psychological causes of physical injury and psycho-
logical causes of psychological injury."70 The court generally disagreed
that advances in psychiatric diagnoses made this distinction unneces-
sary.71 Even if causation could easily be proven in mental/mental injury
cases, there still would remain problems that were not part of the
beneficient objectives of the Workers' Compensation Act.72 Employers

60. See GA. Con ANN. § 114-802(3)(F) (Harrison 1977), now codified at O.C.G.A. § 34-9-
280(3)(E) (Michie 1982 & Supp. 1984).

61. 161 Ga. App. at 350, 291 S.E.2d at 63.
62. Id.
63. Id.
64. 163 Ga. App. at 127, 292 S.E.2d at 428.
65. Id.
66. Id. at 128, 292 S.E.2d at 429.
67. Id.
68. Id. at 129, 292 S.E.2d at 429.30.
69. Id. at 129, 292 S.E.2d at 430.
70. Id.
71. Id.
72. Id.
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might be afraid to discipline or fire employees for fear that this action
might trigger a mental disorder," and they might be reluctant'to hire
those with histories of psychiatric problems.7 4 Further, the court felt that
the ability of persons with these problems to gain employment must be
protected.7 Finally, the court stated that recovery could not be allowed
because the legislature had not specifically so provided.7"

B. Other Minority Jurisdictions

Other courts taking the minority view have approached the mental/
mental recovery problem in different ways. Some states simply rely upon
the wording of their state statutes as explicitly requiring a physical im-
pact or injury. Florida decisions are the best support for this argument.
In Williams v. Hillsborough County School Board,7 a school teacher suf-
fered a nervous breakdown, allegedly resulting from her job, and she be-
came permanently disabled.78 The Florida District Court of Appeals de-
nied recovery by explaining that Florida law limited compensation to
"disability or death resulting from an 'injury arising out of and in the
course of employment'."" The court noted that the statute expressly de-
nied mental/mental recovery: "[m]ental or nervous injury due to fright
or excitement only,. . . shall be deemed not to be an injury by accident
arising out of the employment." 0

In Bekeleski v. O.F. Neal Co.," the Nebraska court used the same ap-
proach. Claimant was employed as an elevator operator.8 She witnessed
an elevator crush a man to death when he became caught between the
elevator and the second floor. Claimant alleged that she became perma-
nently disabled from the emotional shock of seeing the man's death. The
court stated that under Nebraska's Workers' Compensation Law the
terms 'injury' and 'personal injury' were limited to "mean only violence to
the physical structure of the body."83 The court denied recovery and
stated, "The plain import of the words used eliminates from the opera-
tion of the law disabilities resulting from mental disturbances, .. when

73. Id. at 129-30, 292 S.E.2d at 430.
74. Id.
75. Id. at 130, 292 S.E.2d at 430.
76. Id.
77. 389 So. 2d 1218 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1980).
78. Id. at 1218.
79. Id. at 1219 (quoting FA STAT. ANN. § 440.09 (West 1984)).
80. 389 So. 2d at 1219. FLA. STAT. AN. §§ 440.02(1), (14), .09(1) (West 1984).
81. 141 Neb. 657, 4 N.W.2d 741 (1942).
82. Id. at 658, 4 N.W.2d at 742.
83. Id. at 660, 4 N.W.2d at 742-43. Now codified at Nzs. REV. STAT. § 48-141(4) (1978).

1985] 979
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violence to the physical structure of the body cannot be established.""
Otheor jurisdictions have followed Georgia's approach and have judi-

cially interpreted their statutes as requiring physical impact or injury al-
though the statute does not specifically make this a requirement. In Ja-
cobs v. Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.,85 the Kansas Supreme Court upheld
the denial of claimant's application for benefits.8" Claimant was a factory
employee who was assigned to a new job. The employer set a minimum-
maximum quota for the number of tires he was to produce. Claimant was
unable on many occasions to meet this quota and was reprimanded.
Claimant also was under pressure from other employees who warned him
not to produce too many tires because it would increase their quotas as
well. Later, claimant suffered emotional problems from the conflicting
pressures and had to undergo psychiatric treatment.8 7 The supreme court
denied that the lower court's rejection of recovery was based on a require-
ment of physical impact.8 The court then contradicted itself in its rea-
soning. It criticized the case law relied on by claimant because the lower
court did not find that claimant's mental illness was a result of physical
injury.8e

In Lockwood v. Independent School District," the Minnesota Supreme
Court also demanded a physical impact or injury before recovery for
mental illness could be granted. Claimant was a school principal. During
a transition of rapid growth in the school system claimant came under
increasing pressures to perform adequately in his job. After four years, he
was forced to seek psychiatric help. 1 There was conflicting testimony on
whether claimant's job caused his mental illness. The supreme court re-
versed the decision to allow recovery because it believed there was a lack
of legislative intent to allow recovery in the absence of physical trauma or
injury.es

The court's reasoning in Lockwood is interesting because the legislature
arguably made clear its intent not to require a physical impact. When

84. 141 Neb. at 660, 4 N.W.2d at 743 (emphasis added).
85. 196 Kan. 613, 412 P.2d 986 (1966). See Vernon v. Seven-Eleven Stores, 547 P.2d

1300 (Okla. 1976). See also Ayer v. Industrial Comm'n, 23 Ariz. App. 163, 531 P.2d 208
(1975). Cf. Erhart v. Great Western Sugar Co., 169 Mont. 375, 546 P.2d 1055 (1976). Instead
of expressly requiring a physical impact, the court in Erhart, in fact, demanded it by point-
ing out that "this Court has found neurosis compensable, but a tangible, real happening
must be a cause of the condition." Id. at 381, 546 P.2d at 1058.

86. 196 Kan. at 617, 412 P.2d at 990.
87. Id. at 614, 412 P.2d at 988.
88. Id. at 615, 412 P.2d at 988.
89. Id. at 616, 412 P.2d at 989.
90. 312 N.W.2d 924 (Minn. 1981).
91. Id. at 924-25.
92. Id. at 926.
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Minnesota's Workers' Compensation Law was first enacted in 1913, 'acci-
dent' was defined as requiring "injury to the physical structure of the
body.""' These same provisions were reenacted in a 1921 version of the
statute." In 1953, the Minnesota legislature eliminated the requirement
that an employee's 'injury' be caused by an 'accident,' and also eliminated
the statutory definition of 'accident."' There was no longer a requirement
of 'injury to the physical structure of the body.' The court, however, in its
reluctance to join the majority of states, refused to recognize this deletion
as an expression of the legislature's intent that physical impact or injury
was no longer required.es This is even more confusing since the statute
that the court took notice of allowed recovery "[in every case of personal
injury or death of... employee arising out of and in the course of his
employment."' 7

C. Majority View

The majority of jurisdictions that have confronted the issue favor com-
pensation in workers' compensation cases when emotional stimulus or
trauma causes mental injury (mental/mental injuries)."s In Bailey v.
American General Insurance Co.," the Texas court joined the majority
even when forced to resolve the issue with a statute that defined 'injury'
or 'personal injury' as "damage or harm to the physical structure of the
body. 100 Claimant in Bailey suffered a permanent 'anxiety reaction' after
witnessing a fellow worker plunge to his death from a scaffold upon which

93. Id. 1913 Minn. Laws
94. 312 N.W.2d at 926; 1921 Minn. Laws 90.
95. 312 N.W.2d at 926.
96. Id. 1953 Minn. Laws 1099.
97. 312 N.W.2d at 926; MINN. STAT. ANN. § 176.021 subd. 1 (West 1966 & Supp. 1984).
98. It should be noted that a number of jurisdictions that favor compensation distin-

guish between 'gradual' and 'sudden' mental stimulus. Those that make this distinction do
not allow recovery when the stimulus was 'gradual.' The problem lies in the fear of not being
able to distinguish 'gradual' stimulus, which should be extraordinary, from ordinary stresses
and strains of the working environment which are not compensable. See A. LARSON, supra
note 1, § 42.23(a)-(b). See also Ayer v. Industrial Comm'n, 23 Ariz. App. 163, 531 P.2d 208
(1975) (gradual buildup of emotional stress is not compensable unless accompanied by phys-
ical force or exertion); Transportation Ins. Co. v. Maksyn, 580 S.W.2d 334 (Tex. 1979)
(mental trauma can produce accidental injury so long as there is proof of a definite time,
place, and cause); Seitz v. L & R Indus., Inc., 437 A.2d 1345 (R.I. 1981) (if psychic injury is
to be compensable, a more dramatically stressful stimulus must be shown). Contra Carter v.
General Motors Corp., 361 Mich. 577, 106 N.W.2d 105 (1960); Swiss Colony, Inc. v. Depart-
ment of Indus. Labor & Human Relations, 72 Wis. 2d 46, 240 N.W.2d 128 (1976).

99. 154 Tex. 430, 279 S.W.2d 315 (1955).
100. Id. at -, 279 S.W.2d at 318. Now codified at Tzx. Rv. Civ. STAT. ANN. art. 8306 §

20 (Vernon 1967 & Supp. 1984).
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they were both working.101 The court defined the "harm to the physical
structure of the body" requirement as referring to "the entire body, not
simply to the skeletal structure."'12 The court stated that when damage
results to a claimant to the extent that he is not functioning properly, he
has suffered injury to his "physical structure."' 0

In Pathfinder Co. v. Industrial Commission,'" the Illinois court re-
solved the issue of recovery in mental/mental injury cases as one of first
impression. Claimant suffered 'residual anxiety,' headaches, and numb-
ness in her hands and feet after pulling a fellow worker's arm out of a
machine that severed the worker's arm at the wrist.'06 The court acknowl-
edged that it allowed recovery in physical impact cases resulting in
mental injury no matter how slight an impact.'06 The court noted that
there was little to support a rule that allows a claimant with a mental
injury resulting from almost nebulous physical impact to recover when
that same rule denies recovery to a claimant with an identical mental
injury who cannot point to any physical impact. 1"'

The court in Pathfinder criticized this inconsistency0 8 by quoting from
a Larson article that served to illustrate the meaninglessness of requiring
physical impact or injury:

Against the rather old-fashioned clinging to some shred of the 'physical'
in these cases [recovery for mental harm], must be balanced the fact
that, once this shred has been found, awards issue that require recogni-
tion of some of the most sophisticated theories of the interaction of mind
and body and of some of the most complex neurotic conditions,. . . and
the time is perhaps not too far off when compensation law generally will
cease to set an artificial and medically unjustifiable gulf between the
'physical' and the 'nervous.""

VI. ANALYsis

The test for determining whether an injury is compensable under a
workers' compensation system supposedly is met by an affirmative answer

101. 154 Tex. at -, 279 S.W.2d at 316.
102. Id. at -' 279 S.W.2d at 318.
103. Id. at -, 279 S.W.2d at 318.
104. 62 Ill. 2d 556, 343 N.E.2d 913 (1976).
105. Id. at 559-60, 343 N.E.2d at 914-15.
106. Id. at 564, 343 N.E.2d at 917.
107. Id. at 564-65, 343 N.E.2d at 917.
108. Id. at 565, 343 N.E.2d at 918.
109. Id. (quoting Larson, Mental and Nervous Injury in Workmen's Compensation, 23

VAND. L. Rav. 1243, 1260 (1970)).
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to the question, "[wias there a work-connected injury?"' 10 If this is the
only test, as Larson says, how can Georgia courts justify their imposition
of 'physical' barriers to workers' compensation recovery? The courts of
this state may be basing their denial of recovery for mental/mental inju-
ries on four arguments: (1) Consistency with tort law; (2) Lack of a
causal connection; (3) Potential harm to employers and employees; and
(4) Lack of a legislative mandate.

A. Consistency with Tort Law

In tort law, Georgia courts traditionally have not allowed recovery for
mental injuries unless the injuries are induced by physical impact. In
1892, the court in Chapman v. Western Union Telegraph Co.,"' denied
recovery when plaintiff suffered mental pain and anguish after defendant
failed to deliver a message to him concerning his dying brother."2 The
court equated mental suffering with "feelings,"'" 3 and held that "[t]he
civil law is a practical business system, dealing with what is tangible, and
does not undertake to redress psychological injuries.""', As recently as
February 1984, in Hamilton v. Powell, Goldstein, Frazer & Murphy,"6

the Georgia Supreme Court reaffirmed its position by denying recovery in
tort to a plaintiff who claimed to suffer from mental injuries caused by
nonphysical trauma."6 The court held that "damages for mental distress
are not recoverable in the absence of physical injury where the claim is
premised upon ordinary negligence."' 7 Although the Georgia courts have
not expressed reliance upon common-law tort principles when dealing
with workers' compensation cases, it is possible that their refusal to allow
recovery for mental injuries in tort may have influenced their decision to
deny recovery for on-the-job mental injuries that likewise lack 'physical'
connections or impact.

The Supreme Court of Virginia tackled the perceived inconsistency in
allowing workers' compensation recovery for mental/mental injuries while
denying recovery for similar injuries in tort in its pioneer 1941 decision,
Burlington Mills Corp. v. Hagood."8 The court upheld an award of com-
pensation to a mill worker who became disabled by traumatic neurosis

110. A. LARoSN, supra note 1, § 2.10.
111. 88 Ga. 763, 15 S.E. 901 (1892).
112. Id. at 763-64, 15 S.E. at 901.
113. Id. at 773, 15 S.E. at 904.
114. Id.
115. 252 Ga. 149, 311 S.E.2d 819 (1984).
116. Id. at 150, 311 S.E.2d at 819.
117. Id.
118. 177 Va. 204, 13 S.E.2d 291 (1941).
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after the flash from an electrical short circuit frightened her."' Allowing
recovery under workers' compensation for mental/mental injuries, the
court held, is not inconsistent with denial of recovery in tort because "the
rules of common law for tort actions... do not apply to cases under the
Workmen's Compensation Act. Under the Workmen's Compensation Act,
the proceeding is not one for damages for a wrong done, but to obtain
compensation for a loss sustained by reason of disability."' 0

Likewise, the Court of Appeals of New York held in Wolfe v. Sibley,
Lindsay & Curr Co.,1 2

1 that claimant, incapacitated by an acute depres-
sive reaction to her discovery of her immediate supervisor's body after he
had committed suicide, was entitled to workers' compensation benefits."2"
The court reached this conclusion after reversing a lower court decision
that a mental injury precipitated solely by psychic trauma was not com-
pensable.123 In reversing the decision, the court stressed the beneficial
and remedial character of workers' compensation law and distinguished it
from tort liability.1 24 "Workmen's compensation, as distinguished from
tort liability which is essentially based on fault, is designed to shift the
risk of loss of earning capacity caused by industrial accidents from the
worker to industry and ultimately the consumer.' ' 25

These Virginia and New York cases point out that the rules of common
law for tort actions in mental distress cases have no application to similar
cases under workers' compensation law. Workers' compensation cases are
fundamentally different from those involving tort liability because work-
ers' compensation actions are brought to obtain compensation for a loss
sustained by reason of disability, rather than to recover damages for a
wrong done.12 Negligence and fault play no part in workers' compensa-
tion actions.1 2 7 Workers' compensation is a purely statutory remedy,1 2

and its benefits are more akin to those obtained under a policy of insur-
ance. 29 The Virginia court pointed out in Burlington Mills that to allow
recovery for mental/mental injuries under workers' compensation is not
inconsistent with denial of recovery under tort law.130 If, in fact, the

119. Id. at 207, 13 S.E.2d at 292.
120. Id. at 210, 13 S.E.2d at 293.
121. 36 N.Y.2d 505, 369 N.Y.S.2d 637, 330 N.E.2d 603 (1975).
122. Id. at 506, 369 N.Y.S.2d at 638, 330 N.E.2d at 603-05.
123. Id. at 510, 369 N.Y.S.2d at 641, 330 N.E.2d at 605.
124. Id.
125. Id.
126. See Burlington Mills, 177 Va. at 210, 13 S.E.2d at 293.
127. A. LaSoN, supra note 1, § 2.10. See also J. Hims & R. PorrEa, supra note 37, § 1-

3.
128. J. Hums & R. Porrma, supra note 37, § 1-2.
129. Id. § 1-3.
130. 177 Va. at 210, 13 S.E.2d at 293.
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Georgia courts are attempting silently to maintain consistency between
compensation and tort law, then the claimants under workers' compensa-
tion law are being subjected to the same burdens as are the plaintiffs in
tort cases. The Virginia court's decision made it clear that these two areas
of law need not-and should not-mix.

B. Lack of Causal Connection

The test for compensability is: "Was there a work-connected in-
jury?"13 1 Courts confronted with the question of compensability of
mental/mental injuries may find the test is not so simple to apply in that
context. Georgia's statutory definition of 'injury,'13 2 like that of most
states, includes the 'arising out of and in the course of employment'
clause. Courts, therefore, are required to determine whether an injury was
caused by a work-related event or stimulus before compensation can be
awarded. The causation issue must be addressed, and the courts have ac-
ted properly in refusing to brush the issue aside.

The Georgia courts, however, have found various ways of circumventing
the problem of analyzing causation in mental/mental injuries. Their ap-
proach has been to declare, as did the court in Brady v. Royal Manufac-
turing Co.,183 that "[wihile mental illness is as real as pneumonia, like
pneumonia it is an illness. It is not an 'injury' by 'accident.' "' A second
approach, taken by the court in Hanson Buick, Inc. v. Chatham,3s has
been to question the sophistication and accuracy of psychiatric diagnoses
and to deny recovery because of the likelihood that "mischief not re-
motely intended by the beneficient objectives"18 6 of the workers' compen-
sation act would result should recovery be allowed. A third approach, uti-
lized in occupational disease cases like Sawyer v. Pacific Indemnity
Co.,13 has been to remand cases to the medical board1 36 for a determina-
tion of the proper diagnosis of the alleged injury and a finding of whether

131. A. LARSON, supra note 1, § 2.10.
132. O.C.G.A. § 34-9-1(4) (Michie 1982 & Supp. 1984) (cited in full in footnote 5 of this

Article).
133. 117 Ga. App. at 312, 160 S.E.2d at 424 (1968).
134. Id. at 314-15, 160 S.E.2d at 425-26.
135. 163 Ga. App. 127, 292 S.E.2d 428 (1982).
136. Id. at 129, 292 S.E.2d at 430.
137. 141 Ga. App. 298, 233 S.E.2d 227 (1977).
138. O.C.G.A. § 34-9-311 (Michie 1982) requires that controversies over medical ques-

tions in a claim for compensation for an occupational disease be referred to the medical
board for investigation and report. The report of the medical board, pursuant to O.C.G.A. §
34-9-312(e) (Michie 1982), is to be accepted by the State Board of Workers' Compensation
as conclusive upon the medical questions put before the board, unless the report is found to
be erroneous on certain specified grounds.
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it was job-related.18' The net effect of these approaches is that the claim-
ant is out of luck and out of court when the claimant's mental injury has
no physical component.

Even admitting that causation may be difficult to prove in many cases
involving mental/mental injuries and that mental injuries are more easily
feigned than are physically-manifested injuries, one question still re-
mains: Why should courts deny to all claimants the opportunity to pre-
sent evidence of causation and the chance to establish a valid claim? The
court of appeals stated in Hanson Buick that it doubted the accuracy of
psychiatric diagnoses,14 0 yet the court in other cases has relied on medical
and psychiatric evidence in establishing the existence of mental and
physical injuries and the causal relationship of the injury to the job in
physical/mental and mental/physical cases.141 Similarly, in cases involving
occupational diseases, the courts are required by statute1 42 to refer medi-
cal questions in controversy to the medical board, and the findings of the
board are to be accepted as conclusive.1 48 Why, then, could not medical
questions of causation in all workers' compensation cases be referred to
the medical board if the courts feel incapable of deciphering complex
medical issues? Why should the courts throw all mental/mental injury
claimants out of court merely because causation in some cases is tenuous
at best? The opportunity to present a case should not turn on whether
the injury complained of is mental or physical since "the human body
consists of bones, flesh, ligaments, and nerves, controlled by the brain
[and] [t]he law does not state which of the particular elements must pro-
duce the disability."'1 44 Determining the compensability of an injury on
the arbitrary bases of whether it is 'physical' or 'mental' is "old-fash-
ioned1148 in the light of modern medical knowledge, and is unfair to per-
sons genuinely disabled by mental injuries. "A mental impairment can be
as much a disabling condition as a weak heart or a ruptured disc, and,
like these common problems, it can be caused by work.1 46 Causation
must be determined on a case-by-case basis, and the courts' blanket de-
nial of opportunity to establish causation in mental/mental injury cases

139. 141 Ga. App. at 303, 233 S.E.2d at 231.
140. 163 Ga. App. at 129, 292 S.E.2d at 430.
141. See General Motors Corp. v. Summerous, 170 Ga. App. 338, 340, 317 S.E.2d 318,

320-21 (1984); Georgia Bureau of Investigation v. Worthington, 149 Ga. App. 628, 628-29,
255 S.E.2d 99, 100 (1979); City Council v. Williams, 137 Ga. App. 177, 178, 223 S.E.2d 227,
228 (1976); Waters v. National Biscuit Co., 113 Ga. App. 170, 172-73, 147 S.E.2d 676, 678-79
(1966).

142. See O.C.G.A. § 34-9-311(a) (Michie 1982).
143. See id. § 34-9-312(e).
144. Waters v. National Biscuit Co., 113 Ga. App. 170, 173, 147 S.E.2d 676, 679 (1966).
145. A. LARSON, supra note 1, § 42.23.
146. Christensen, supra note 14, at 21.
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works a severe injustice on an untold number of potentially legitimate
claimants.

C. Potential Harm to Employers and Employees

While the Georgia courts rely heavily on proof of causation in mental/
mental injury cases, the court of appeals noted in Hanson Buick that
even if the causal connection was easily proven, policy reasons remain to
prevent recovery.14 7 The court identified the "pervasive public policy"148

against allowing recovery as the concern that allowing recovery would
leave employers "hamstrung""' in fear that disciplining or firing employ-
ees might incite or stimulate a mental disorder.150 Similarly, the court
suggested that employers would hesitate or refrain from hiring persons
with histories of psychiatric treatment or even psychological counseling
"for fear of being stuck with that employee's 'life burden'."'' The court
summed up its policy basis by stating that it was not unsympathetic to
persons of delicate psychic constitution, but that saddling employers-or
employers' insurers-with the burden of compensating victims of mental/
mental injuries would diminish the rights of such persons to fair employ-
ment opportunities."'

The tenor of the court's policy rationale in Hanson Buick is arguably
off-pitch. The policy reasons enunciated by the court focus almost exclu-
sively on the employer, rather than the employee. In 1943, the court
spelled out the general purposes of the Workers' Compensation Act 1 3

when the Georgia Supreme Court was confronted with a certified ques-
tion concerning the applicability of workmens' compensation to injuries
occurring outside the state:

The purpose of the workmen's compensation act was to substitute a
method of accident insurance in the place of the common-law rights and
liabilities for substantially all employees. It is a humanitarian measure
enacted to avoid the evils which actions for torts had entailed .... It
attempts to provide immediate financial assistance for injured employ-
ees, without regard to whether or not the injury resulted from the fault
of the employer, the single and only requirement being that the injury
resulted from an accident arising out of and in the course of the employ-
ment .... It is obvious that the legislature was primarly concerned with
* . .the employers and employees who are engaged in the types of em-

147. 163 Ga. App. at 129, 292 S.E.2d at 430.
148. Id.
149. Id. at 130, 292 S.E.2d at 430.
150. Id. at 129-30, 292 S.E.2d at 430.
151. Id. at 130, 292 S.E.2d at 430.
152. Id.
153. See Slaten v. Travelers Ins. Co., 197 Ga. 1, 28 S.E.2d 280 (1943).
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ployment covered by the act. Therefore courts should interpret the act, if
its language will permit, so that its benefits will be denied to none of
these people.'"

In subsequent workers' compensation cases, the court described workers'
compensation as "'a humanitarian measure' providing relief to the in-
jured employee and protecting employers from excessive damage
awards,"' 5 5 and stated that the court had a general policy of construing
provisions of the Workers' Compensation Act liberally in order to afford
the injured claimant a remedy.' 56 In spite of these guidelines, courts con-
tinue to deny compensation for mental/mental injuries by shifting the fo-
cus in the cases to potential harm to employers. The courts apparently
consider the rights of employers and those employees with fragile mental
conditions to outweigh the rights of a bona fide claimant to compensation
for a loss of his or her earning power, even when that claimant can prove
causation. Can this position be said to coincide with the 'humanitarian'
purpose of workers' compensation? Does it provide a remedy to an in-
jured worker? Or does it merely make it easier for an unemployed person
with a history of mental problems to obtain a job? Is workers' compensa-
tion a statutory mechanism for guaranteeing employment?

Regardless of where the court's attention is focussed, its concern that
employers would be unlikely to hire persons susceptible to mental injuries
is without foundation for other reasons. For example, there is little reason
to believe employers hesitate or refrain from hiring healthy persons who
once suffered from back or heart problems. These conditions make em-
ployees susceptible to physical injuries on the job, and they make it more
likely that an employer or his insurer will be called upon to pay out work-
ers' compensation benefits to an employee at some period during the
course of employment. Why then, should it be so unpalatable to hire a
person susceptible to mental injury, especially when it is clear that the
courts will uphold compensation if a resulting mental injury is caused by
something physical?

D. Lack of Legislative Mandate

The Georgia courts stick one more sword in the side of the claimants
suffering from mental/mental injuries by noting that even if the courts
felt compensation was justified, the Georgia General Assembly has not
expressly provided that this type of injury should be compensable. 67 Af-
ter spelling out its policy reasons for denying compensation in Hanson

154. Id. at 2-3, 28 S.E.2d at 282 (citation omitted).
155. Samuel v. Baitcher, 247 Ga. 71, 73, 274 S.E.2d 327, 329 (1981).
156. See Hart v. Owens-Illinois, Inc., 250 Ga. 397, 400, 297 S.E.2d 462, 465 (1982).
157. See Hanson Buick, 163 Ga. App. at 130, 292 S.E.2d at 430.
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Buick,156 the Georgia Court of Appeals added that even if policy reasons
were not sufficient justification for its position, "the legislature has not
specifically provided otherwise.""' The Georgia Legislature defined 'in-
jury' in a form that begs the question: "'Injury' or 'personal injury'
means only injury by accident arising out of and in the course of employ-
ment. ... 6 The courts are expressing tremendous judicial restraint in
refusing to read into the statute something that the legislature has not
expressly provided.

The refusal by the court to interpret the overly broad workers' compen-
sation definition section 61 could be termed judicial restraint or, in the
alternative, a failure to act when action is needed. The court's reliance on
a lack of legislative mandate can be countered with the opposite argu-
ment: The legislature has neither expressly forbidden compensation of
mental/mental injuries, nor anywhere in-the annals of judicial history is
there a requirement that courts can take no action unless the action is
expressly allowed by statute. This makes it clear that the only barriers to
allowing recovery for mental/mental injuries are judicially imposed. The
court could act aggressively, yet completely within the scope of its author-
ity, by interpreting Georgia's vague statutory definition of 'injury' as be-
ing broad enough to encompass mental/mental injuries. This was the ap-
proach taken by the Supreme Court of Wyoming when, as discussed in
the introduction to this Article, it joined the majority position and upheld
compensation for mental/mental injuries."' If the Georgia courts took
this first step, the ball would then be back in the legislature's court to
amend the Georgia Workers' Compensation Act so that compensation for
mental/mental injuries would be expressly forbidden, if that were found
to be the legislature's intent. If a need exists, there is no reason why the
courts should wait for the General Assembly to act.

VI. CONCLUSION

Workers' compensation is a statutory remedy, designed to benefit a dis-
abled worker or the family of a worker killed because of an accident aris-
ing out of the scope of his or her employment. It is not a counterpart to
tort law in which damages are awarded, but rather it is a beneficial rem-
edy for the worker who suddenly finds himself without income because of
a job-related injury. Georgia courts have decided to differentiate between

158. Id. at 129-30, 292 S.E.2d at 430.
159. Id. at 130, 292 S.E.2d at 430.
160. O.C.G.A. § 34-9-1(4) (Michie 1982 & Supp. 1984) (emphasis added) (cited in full in

footnote 5 of this Article).
161. Id.
162. See Consolidated Freightways v. Drake, 678 P.2d 874 (Wyo. 1984).
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the types of disabilities and deny recovery when the disability was caused
by a mental stimulus and resulted in a mental injury (mental/mental in-
jury). A majority of states that have considered this issue do not restrict
recovery to those persons whose injuries contain a 'physical' element.
Georgia, however, has continued to deny such recovery. The courts of the
state reason that allowing recovery would do more harm than good to
those persons having fragile mental dispositions because their chances of
finding employment would greatly decrease. The courts also appear con-
cerned that employers will continually be fearful of firing a person sus-
ceptible to mental injuries. Additionally, the courts are refusing to com-
pensate victims of mental/mental injuries until the legislature expressly
provides for such compensation. While the bases for the courts' position
have merit, a number of bona fide claimants are being left remediless.
Will the Georgia courts or the General Assembly ever meet their needs?
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